Conference Buildings

Jubilee (sessions, plenaries, lunches and coffee breaks, receptions, poster exhibitions) – Map ref 15

Fulton (registration, sessions, coffee breaks, book exhibit) – Map ref 30

Bramber House Dine Central restaurant and bar (business lunch) – Map ref 13

Satellite Event Coach Stop – Refectory Road, outside Bramber House

Special Collections Workshops – Open Learning Space, Library – Map ref 20

Kent House (accommodation) – Map ref 8

Lewes Court (accommodation) – Map ref 2

Swanborough (accommodation) – Map ref 14
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Shops

Union Shop – Monday-Friday 08.00-17.00
– Map ref 55

Co-operative Food – Monday-Sunday 07.00-23.00 – Map ref 13

Cash points (ATMs) are located at Sussex House (ref 54) and at the rear of Bramber House (ref 13) as final line of key.

Cafés

Arts Piazza Cafe – Thursday-Friday 08.00-18.00 – Map ref F

Bridge Cafe – Monday-Friday 09.00-16.00 – Access from map ref 50 and 52

Eat Central, Bramber - Monday - Saturday 08.00-22.00 - Map ref 13

Dhaba Cafe – Monday-Friday 09.00-16.00 – Map ref C

Jubilee Cafe – Monday-Friday 08.30-16.30 – Map ref 15

Library Cafe – Monday-Friday 09.00-16.30 – Map ref 20

Sussex Innovation Centre Cafe – Monday-Friday 08.30-16.30 – Map ref 44

Bars

East Slope Bar and Kitchen – Monday-Sunday 12.00-23.00 (kitchen 21.30) – Map ref 5

IDS Cafe and Bar – Cafe Monday-Friday 08.00-14.00 and Saturday 13.00-17.00; Bar Monday-Friday 12.00-14.00 and 17.00-21.00 – Map ref 19 (front)

The Swan Inn – Tuesday-Saturday 12.00-23.00 – Falmer Village North